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Seven years ago, the students of Virginia Tech revived EXPO, a
Technology Showcase. Since then, the event has been organized
entirely by the students. Tech's EXPO is now one of the largest in
the country and, according to the companies participating, one of
the most successful. "Outstanding exhibits and company representation. [Tech's EXPO has] the best organization and planning
I've ever experienced," said David A. LaFon of Hercules Incorporated.
Most of the credit for this year's production goes to our SEC 2nd
Vice President Theresa E. Kennihan. Since taking office last
spring, Kennihan has scarcely left Blacksburg. Organizing EXPO
has entailed contacting over 300 companies-advertising by mail
and following up by phone - and keeping in touch with the 80
firms that have decided to attend.
Meanwhile, SEC President Jamie McKee has been designing
and producing EXPO paraphernalia such as buttons and tee
shirts. Christine Mueller, 1st Vice President, has been in charge of
student help and will be running the Command Center to keep
EXPO moving smoothly. Greg Chichester, Chairman of Presentations, will be stage manager for the half-hour presentations some
companies will be making of their latest technology.
Don't miss EXPO! It provides large numbers of employers and
students an opportunity to become acquainted with each other in
a short period of time. Many of the booths will be staffed by former
Virginia Tech engineering students, several of which will be at
EXPO for the first time in their company's history. If you want to
have a job in a technical field when you graduate, this is the place
to start looking.
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lip Your Idea From
Art to Part
At tomorrow's GE, young engineers
like Dean Robinson will produce
designs almost as fast as they can
think. Thanks to newly developed GE
software that transforms design data
directly into a tool path to produce
the part right from an engineer's
workstation.
The new technology, called "art-topart CAD/CAM, " goes far beyond
solid modeling. First, realistic images
are generated and displayed on the

terminal; then tested, stressed, and
refined. Designs can be rotated, crosssectioned, or peeled away in layers.
But that's just the beginning.
When the design is ready for
production, the computer generates
instructions directly into the machine
that cuts the mold. No blueprints.
No models. Thought becomes reality.
What puts GE so far ahead in the
development of art-to-part CAD!
CAM? Perhaps it's because we're our
own best customer. We don't just
design the software. We don't just
build the hardware. We use these
systems in most of our businesses.
So we're constantly getting feedback

General Electric is an equal opportunity employer.

from our own engineers. Feedback
that inspires ever more intelligent and
useful workstations.
The point is, GE engineers work with
the most advanced tools technology
can create. If you think you are ready
to join them, sign up for an interview
with GE. If we don't visit your campus,
send your resume to:
General Electric Company
Building 36-5
Schenectady, New York 12345

•
0

If you can dt:eam it
youcando1t

A registered trademark of General Electric Company.

by Theresa E. Kennihan

What's new in technology today?
Are you interested in working for a
local company, an international corporation, or perhaps a government
agency? What are these companies
looking for in engineering graduates?
Do you have questions you would like
to ask professionals working in the
business world today? EXPO '86 is the
opportunity you've been waiting for to
answer these questions.
EXPO '86 is the seventh annual
Technology Showcase presented by
the Student Engineers' Council of Virginia Tech. Each year, over 80 companies and government agencies representing a broad range of technical
disciplines arrive on Tech's campus
eager to talk to students. They set up
information display booths for the two
day event. Without the formality of an
interview, you can discuss opportuniTheresa Kennihan is a junior in Electrical Engineering. Commanding the
post of SEC 2nd Vice President for the
second year in a row, Theresa is also a
member of Phi Mu Fraternity for Women.
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ties, current projects, research and
any of your own questions with company representatives.
In addition to companies and government agencies, all ten of the engineering departments will be represented through their professional and
honorary societies. Their booths and
demonstrations are set up to familliarize you with each of the engineering
disciplines. The undergraduate and
graduate Cooperative Education Program and the University Placement
Services will also be available to answer your questions.
Continuing the program begun last
year, companies will give thirty minute
technical presentations. Technical
presentations are an opportunity for
companies to share with you an indepth view of new products, technical
advancements or specialized research. With the aid of computer,
models, products, and audio visuals,
you will receive a glimpse of the current trends in industry.
The Student Engineers' Council extends you a personal invitation to
attend EXPO '86. Whether you are a
freshman, a graduating senior, or a
graduate student, come see what the
business world has to offer you and
what you can offer it at EXPO '86.
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LOOKING FOR
IMMEDIATE RESPONSIBILITY?

Join Other Va. Tech Grads on

GENERAL
FOODS
l.E.'s, M.E.'s, E.E.'s & Ch.E's

GENERAL FOODS WILL BE
INTERVIEWING ON CAMPUS
NOVEMBER 21
SIGN UP FOR INTERVIEWS IN THE
PLACEMENT OFFICE OCT. 22, 23
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The 1986 Sporn Award:
A Forum Profile=====
NAME: Mauro J. Caputi
AGE: 26
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE: BS in Electrical Engineering, Manhattan College,
1981.
GRADUATE DEGREE: MS in Electrical
Engineering, Virginia Tech, 1984. Presently completing PhD in Electrical Engineering at Virginia Tech.
FAVORITE MOVIE: Any early Marx Brothers films
MUSICAL TASTES: Christian Rock and
Roll, plays electric guitar.
MOST RECENT AWARD: 1986 Sporn
Award For Excellence in Teaching of
Engineering Subjects.

by Alex Derr

A horde of sophomore "non-believers" are piling into a large auditorium. Spirits are high, and so is the
noise level. A young man in Nikes,
Levi's, rolled up sleeves, and a paisley
tie is at the edge of the stage, chatting
with some students in the second row.
As the bell rings, the din diminishes to
a rumble, and the rumble is quelled by
the man's voice. In a Long Island
accent, he introduces something completely foreign to his audience.
The man is Mauro J. Caputi. The
subject is Electrical Theory - also
known among students as EE for
Non-Believers, since it is taken only
by students in majors other than electrical engineering. His challenge for
the next ten weeks will be to maintain
student interest in a subject about
which most of them are indifferent.

Alex Derr, a few hours short of being a
senior, refers to himself as a fourth
year student in Mechanical Engineering. Having little regard for life or limb,
Alex spends his idle moments bicycling the mountains of Jefferson National Forest.
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When first starting to teach the
class, "I knew that most of these folks
really did not want to take electrical
theory. I knew that mindset from having to take thermodynamics and mechanics as an undergraduate. You
walk into the class thinking, 'man, why
do we have to learn this?' So I try to
generate a lot of the motivation for the
students myself," said Caputi.
Caputi himself maintains an interest
in the material, and his enthusiasm is
contagious. "I try my best to get in
there and say, 'This is the best in the
world! Hey, let's go! Oh wow! This is so
fantastic, I'm so amazed by this!'"
His lectures are animated by and
interspersed with excerpts from the
Road Runner, Speed Racer, The
Three Stooges, The Marx Brothers,
and others. These quips help maintain
students' attention, and from there,
teaching electrical theory gains much
momentum.
One might think that a teacher who
views life in such a light vein might be

pretty slack in performing his administrative duties. Not so with Caputi. He
is a rigorous and demanding teacher,
but his attitude encourages students
to come to class and learn - his
classes are full, five days a week.
Caputi, whose goal is to teach, is the
first non-professor to win the Sporn
Award. He is also still a graduate
student. "I read [the letter] and I was
like 'wow! I can't believe it!' I was
thrilled." His winning the award can't
be taken as a total surprise, however.
Caputi has been teaching electrical
theory for two years, and has gained
the confidence and respect of hundreds of students.
Caputi uses his own blend of comedy and humor as a medium for getting across material that might otherwise put his class of over 100 assorted
engineers to sleep. "Whatever helps a
student learn the material and come
up with some explanation of what's
going on, well, that's OK. As long as it's
all good clean fun."
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Tech Engineering Attracts Students
===from Around the Globe===

by Amy Halloran
Have you ever wondered how a High
School Senior from India or Taiwan
would hear about Virginia Tech? Or
why they would leave their family and
country behind to come to school
here? Currently there are 34 undergraduate engineering students from
foreign countries here at Virginia
Tech. They come from as far away as
Bangladesh and as close as Canada.
All of the students interviewed said
that they came to the United States
and Virginia Tech to get a better education than they would have received
at home. Majd El-Zoobi, a senior in
Chemical Engineering who is originally from Syria, noted that with an
Engineering degree from the United
States he would be able to work any
where in the world. "American professors are doing research with the ultimate in technology. In Syria, there is
not so much research."
. Chaerul Kamal, a Junior in Civil
Engineering from Jakarta, Indonesia,
said one reason that he came here to
school is that the universities in Indonesia are extremely crowded. Because of this overcrowding, it is very
difficult to be accepted by a college
and the schools have very high student-teacher ratios. Classes are often
taught by the teaching assistants
since the professors rotate between
various schools throughout the term.

Amy Halloran is a senior in Chemical
Engineering.
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Chaerul Koma/, a junior in Civil
Engineering from Jakarta, Indonesia

Siriget Chencharoen, a senior in
Chemical Engineering from Chiengmai, Thailand, said that the situation is
much the same in her country. To get
into a college a high school student
has to take several entrance exams
and the competition is very fierce because there are so few schools.
This is not to say that it is that much
easier for an international student to
be accepted by Virginia Tech. According to Dr. Bernard E. LaBerge, an

Assistant Dean of the Graduate
School and an International Student
Advisor, students from foreign countries have to submit SAT and Test of
English as a Foreign Language
scores as well as their grades. They
are then treated as out of state students in the acceptance process.
According to Majd and Chaerul,
one of the differences between Virginia Tech and universities in their countries is that it is more difficult to criticEngineers' Forum

ize a professor there than it is here.
Majd noted that in many instances
here at Tech if you receive a grade
that you do not think is fair you have
the option to go to the professor of the
class and try to get it raised. In Syria,
you would simply have to accept the
grade as it was. Chaerul added that in
a University in Indonesia you would
not have the option to voice your opin-

ion about a professor in a format such
as the Collegiate Times.
Another difference cited by Majd
and Chaerul is that Engineering is a
five year program in their countries
and the last year in the undergraduate
programs is similar to a masters curriculum. The schools there also stress
theory more heavily than Virginia
Tech does and there is more inde-

pendent work.
Dr. LaBerge and the students
agreed that most International students hear about Virginia Tech from
friends and relatives who have either
attended school here themselves or
know someone who has. In addition to
its widespread reputation, Tech attracts foreign students because of its
low cost. Most of the students who

,.....,.-
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Matthew Dawson
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come here are not subsidized by their
governments, so tuition, along with
text books and plane tickets, must be
paid for out of their own savings.
After they receive their Engineering
degrees here, Dr. LaBerge notes that
the majority of international students
return to their countries to live. Both
Chaerul and Majd plan to attend graduate school first, but then they want to

go back home. Siriget, who has been
in the States longer than the other two,
hopes to be able to stay here and
work. Going back to Thailand would
mean readjusting herself to a more
male-dominated society which she
does not think she could be comfortable with anymore.
In general, the students who come
here from other countries are as hap-

py with their decisions to attend Virginia Tech as most other Engineering
students, if not more so. Coming to
Tech offers them a more widely recognized education, a chance to experience another culture and perhaps a
bit more freedom, academic and otherwise, than they would have received
if they had stayed in their own countries.

()
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Urgent News Release

Virginia Tech, 15 October 1986

Notice of Job Openings
The following positions on the Engineers ' Forum will b e availabl e
Spring Quarter of this academic ye ar:
Editor- in-Chief
Assistant Editor
Business Manager
Production Manager
Writing Editor
Photography Editor

0
()

0

Qualifications: If you can write or take photos or draw or talk
on the phone or cut and paste or i~you just have-an interest in
journal i sm, you are qualified to join our staff.
Benefits: Members of the Engineers' Forum develop the
communication skills employers are looking for.
By joining this
fall, you will have an opportunity to advance quickly in our
ranks when the warm weather returns.
Some of us even make money.
And we have a lot of fun ..•

0
0

0
0
0

0
0

How to Join: If you're interested in becoming a part of one of
the nation's finest student engineering magazines, call us at
961-7738 or 552-1987 for information on our next meeting.

•
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Explore The
Future In
Good Company
Saginaw Division is a
dynamic place to put your strong
technical skills to work.

Saginaw Division, General Motors Corporation

Some tho
From the Class of'85.
"Seattle and Boeing are good neighbors - 75,000
Boeing people live and work within 30 miles. I came here
cold. No credit. No family. But when I told Seattle people
I was with Boeing, they said: 'No problem:
"I knew I'd like the strength and stability of a big company. What I didn't expect was a sense of 'family: People
here take care of each other - they're considerate. I know
several Boeing people who have sons or daughters also
working here. I think it says something about a company
when a parent recommends it to his or her child.
'Tm in materials technology, primarily aluminum
lithium. The immediate challenge is preparing for a 7]7
materials selection review this fall.
"What would I tell the
class of '87? Well, tell
them Boeing wakes up
early. In my senior
year, my first class
was at 10. At Boeing,
we've done a day's
work by then:'
Llnda Rini
Engineer for Boeing
Commercial
Airplane Company.

your future.

dours.

From the Class ofll9.
"Here are three advantages of The Boeing Company
I think are very, very important.
"First, flexibility. There are five major Boeing companies that have operations in the Seattle area. That creates a
broad range of career options, and you don't have to move
far or lose your benefits to take advantage of them.
"Second, Boeing quality is recognized around the
world. We want people who can maintain and enhance
that reputation.
"Third, there are exciting engineering challenges the 7]7, new propulsion systems, new applications of
electronics in fly-by-wire and fly-by-light. I suspect there
are more challenges for computer specialists and EEs
here than at most computer companies.
"And that's what it's all
about. Big challenges. High
quality. The opportunity to
grow and excel.
"To me, that's Boeing~'
Mark Kirchner
Director ofEngineering
Technology for Boeing
Commercial Airplane
Company.

Engineers and
Engineering Technologists:
To find out more about the
opportunities at Boeing, contact
your college placement officer
or send your resume to The
Boeing Company, PO Box 3707CSl, Seattle, WA 98124.

BOEING
An Equal Opportunity Employer

===Engineers Lead the Corps:z:::::====

by James S. Houston

The motivation and drive required
of engineers make them uniquely qualified for leadership positions. This is
also true within the Virginia Tech
Corps of Cadets, as engineers hold
many of the highest positions. Although the achievements of all these
people are significant, several of them
should be noted.
This year's Regimental Commander
is Steve Allan Smith, an extremely
active Aerospace and Ocean Engineering (AOE) major. He is a member
of the Society of American Military
Engineers (SAME), German Club, Omicron Delta Kappa (ODK), Commission
on Student Affairs, and the Virginia
Tech Athletic Association. An outspoken individual, Steve feels academic development is important, but
"too often students will get wrapped
up in their schoolwork and fail to take
advantage of opportunities for leadership, social, and service activities."
Rodney A. Teal is a civil engineer
and the Regimental Executive Officer,
the second in command of the Corps.
Although he is a member of SAME and
Arnold Air Society (an Ai.r Force organization), Rodney's main attention
James Houston is a junior in Electrical
Engineering. His claims to fame include being treasurer of the SEC and
a writer for the Engineers' Forum.
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VIRGINIA TECH CORPS Of CADET$
WELCOMES
THE
CLASS OE
19_
90

Rodney A. Teal, Regimental Executive
Officer

has been devoted to the Corps. A
religious man, he believes that "none
of my success would have been possible without persistence, determination, and faith in both God and myself."
Kord Wissmann is also a civil engineer, and as the Regimental Operations Officer, is a member of Regimental Staff. Kord was the recipient of
the 1986 Paul E. Torgersen Scholarship for leadership and academics.

During the 1985-86 academic year,
Kord proved invaluable as SAME commander, leading the organization to
win the Division II Society Competition
during Engineer's Week last winter.
He is also a member of the German
Club, Dean's Committee, and Honor
Court. Kord attributes success in general to "well directed labor and earnest work."
Tom Yambrick, a civil engineer, is
Engineers' Forum

Darrell G. Mottley,
Scholastic Officer

Regimental

Steve Allan
Commander

Smith,

Regimental

Deborah J. Myers, Second Battalion
Executive Officer
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Kord A. Wissman,
Operations Officer

Regimental

the Second Battalion Commander. He
is a member of SAME, German Club,
and ODK. Although he appears to be
intense and serious, when contacted
he showed his true interest - "The
Chicago Cubs are awesome. How
about Ryne Sandberg and that rookie
Dunston!" He tends to become serious when the Cubs lose, which may
explain why he is serious so often.
Assisting Tom is Deborah J. Myers,
an AOE major who is the Second
Battalion Executive Officer. Demonstrating an avid interest in aviation,
Debbie earned her private pilot's Iipage 16

Tom Yambrick, Second Battalion
Commander

cense and received a pilot allocation
from the Air Force in September, 1985.
This achievement marks her as Virginia Tech's first female military pilot
candidate.
Darrell G. Mottley, an Engineering
Science and Mechanics major, attends to the academics of the Corps
as the Regimental Scholastic Officer.
Darrell feels that "the Corps has
taught me the valuable skills of leading and managing people," which he
has skillfully applied as the present
commander of SAME. "Always go for
the gusto!" is his motto, and he some-

day hopes to own an engineering firm
or be the commander of Space Operations Engineering in the United States
Air Force.
Most of these outstanding cadets
have been drawn from the Society of
American Military Engineers, a dynamic organization known for producing leaders. The motivation these
cadets have shown beyond that required to just be an engineer have
made the Corps an even more effective training ground for future officers and leaders.

Engineers' Forum

A MULTITUDE OF OPPORTUNITIES

Seeking people with talent and creating an
environment that nurtures and develops
that talent has long been the pattern at
Ingersoll-Rand.
The choice of where to begin your career
after leaving college is one of the most
important decisions you 'll have to make at
this point in your life. The company you start
with often sets you on the road toward a
particular area of specialization that may have
been only one facet of your formal education .
At Ingersoll-Rand we pride ourselves on
attracting and developing the finest people
available. Because we are world-wide in
scope, and our products are used in
hundreds of different markets, there are a
wide variety of career opportunities available
to you . Whatever your academic background ,
our product and market diversity creates many
avenues for continued growth and success.
Yet, no one gets lost at Ingersoll-Rand . Even
though we are a big , important business
enterprise, our size in no way diminishes the
importance of the individual. We 've achieved
a harmonious balance between
decentralization and unity and retained the
best of both-the visibility of working for a
smaller firm with the opportunity of moving
outward and upward in a large company.
For more information write Ingersoll-Rand
Company, College Recruiting Dept.,
Woodcliff Lake , N.J. 07675.

Ingersoll-Rand is an equal opportunity
employer (M / F).

Meet our representatives at
EXPO '86 on October 15 & 16.
On-Campus interviews will
be held on October 20.

CJ®INGERSOLL-RAND@

Engineering Technology
=Computer Engineering at Va Tech=

by Rajiv Khanna

Modern computer design involves
two disciplines- electrical engineering and computer science. The electrical engineering program here at Va
Tech covers an assortment of topics
including computer programming. But
this is not nearly extensive enough for
the person interested in computer design. The electrical engineer interested in computer design must take the
fundamental computer courses out of
free electives.
Also, with the development of VLSI
technology, the interconnect problems that once plagued the electrical
engineer in computer design have
been significantly reduced. Consequently, the computer designer may
now turn his attention to other aspects
of computer architecture and design.
The computer engineer is concerned with both the hardware and the
software side of the machine. EmRajiv Khanna is a senior in Electrical
Engineering. He spends his free time
watching football on his 1960 Zenith
with a can of Milwaukee's Best clutched in his fist.
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Matthew Dawson

ployment opportunities reflect these
interests. Obvious employment can
include computer companies and
chip manufacturers. But have you
ever considered computer aided design and chip design automation?
These are two modern fields that draw

upon individuals with these capabilities. There are various organizations
using computers such as the government and software companies who
require expertise in both hardware
and software. If you are oriented towards hardware, a career in computer
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What would you like to
.
see In our next magazine? Oo you have an
. .
.
opinion on a pressing

Answers to Picture Quiz:

Engineers· Forum
337 Norris

issue? Write a letter
to the editor!

Campus

architecture, computer communication, or VLSI design may be in your
future. The software oriented person
may be involved with software engineering or artificial intelligence.
At Virginia Tech, the computer engineering program resides within the
College of Engineering. Therefore, it
must follow the constraints of the college. The freshman year complies
with the guidelines set by the college.
Also, the degree requires the basic
sciences required of all engineering
degrees. The remainder of the program will be built around a core of
mathematics, electrical engineering
and computer science.
The student will be responsible for
the same set of math courses as the
electrical engineering student with
the addition of a course in discrete
mathematics. The engineering
courses include networks, electronics, electromagnetic fields, and heat
transfer. The computer science side of
the program includes pascal, data
structures, and file management. Aside from these required courses, the
senior electives are flexible, drawing
from this diverse background. Thus,
the computer engineering senior may
take electives in communications, fiber optics, computer architecture, artificial intelligence, or VLSI design.
The computer engineering program
is not without problems. The program
is limited to forty rising sophomores
and to a maximum size of one hundred students. Also, as a startup program, there are no computer engi-

neering courses taught out of sequence. The person interested in the
co-op program that is popular with
engineering students would have to
forego this opportunity and the unthinkable failure could result in schedule complications. Also, transfers into the computer engineering department are not allowed.
Another problem for the computer
engineering program is accreditation.
The Accrediting Board for Engineering and Technology will only accredit
a degree after the first graduating
class (1989). The first three classes of
rising sophomores will enter the program without any assurance of accrediting. The College of Engineering

Engineers' Forum
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is accredited, however, and is supportive of the computer engineering department. It has experience with the
accrediting process and is committed
to making the program a good one.
Looking beyond the startup problems, the computer engineering degree will open up new areas of education and research at the university. As
the program grows, it will expand the
facilities and resources of the university, making it a better academic institution. It shows that the College of
Engineering, to continue producing
some of the finest engineers in the
country, is willing to adjust to the
changing roles of the engineer in
modern society.

Matthew Dawson
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==The O///~ Behind the Awards==

by Kevin M. Loney

Every year, Virginia Tech selects a
Man and Woman of the Year. The
1986 winner of the Woman of the Year
award was presented on Founders'
Day to Susan R. Reller, a senior in
Industrial Engineering and Operations Research from Yardley, PA. Reller also received the 1986 Outstanding Student Award in the College of
Engineering. These awards culminated an undergraduate career marked by dedication to both academics
and the university community.
Throughout her stay at Virginia
Tech, Reller has been involved in a
number of organizations. These have
included professional, service, and
honorary organizations. In each of
these, she has served as both an
active follower and an adept leader. "I
have come to sincerely enjoy the responsibilities incumbent upon those
who chose to commit themselves to
others through organizational and personal relationships," she wrote in one
of her essays. She has demonstrated
this by becoming more involved in
organizations every year.
As a freshman, she began to work
with the Honor System, and became
an Associate Justice for the system in
her sophomore year. She expanded
her activities even further, eventually
holding offices in the local student

Kevin M. Loney, a June graduate in
Mechanical Engineering, is currently
working for LOCUS, Inc., as the Resident Poetic Engineer.
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chapter of the American Institute of
Industrial Engineers, Alpha Pi Mu, the
IEOR honor society, Tau Beta Pi, Mortar Board, and Omicron Delta Kappa,
the national leadership honor society.
"I think it's very important to contribute
to the community," Reller said. "I'm no
longer afraid of holding a leadership
position, and I'm more willing to take
on a challenge."
With an academic record such as
Reller's (3.9856 overall), and given her
level of involvement in campus organizations, it seems almost impossible that she would be able to maintain
any sort of free time to concentrate on
outside activities. However, she man-

ages to find time to pursue her interests in racquetball, golf, reading,
and piano. She also enjoys taking long
walks "just to get away from it all." She
sees these activities as instrumental in
helping her to relax and concentrate
on her priorities. She has also maintained a steady level of involvement in
committees within her church.
In addition to her academic awards,
Reller also served as a Virginia Tech
Rhodes Scholar nominee and Marshall Scholar nominee. However, the
Woman of the Year award is the one of
which she is most proud. "To me, the
Woman of the Year is that person who
best embodies the spirit of the Univer
Engineers' Forum

sity. This is the spirit of academic
excellence, personal integrity, civic
mindedness, and community service.
It is a great honor to be so recognized," she said. On Founders' Day,
held coincidentally with Parents'
Weekend in the spring, Reller took the
opportunity to thank her parents for
the support they had given her throughout her scholastic career.
Reller plans to continue her engineering education at Virginia Tech,

studying for her master's degree in
IEOR. Following that, she plans to
study for her doctorate degree, although she is not yet certain what
school she will attend. She would like
to then go into teaching and research
in the fields of operations research,
quality control, and reliability.
In closing her personal statement
that accompanied her application for
"Who's Who Among Students in American Colleges and Universities", Rel-

ler stated, "In looking back to the past
three years, I am thankful for the
opportunities and benefits that have
been made available to me. In looking
to the future, I am excited about the
opportunities and chances to prove
myself that lie before me." Through
her outstanding accomplishments
over the past three years, Reller has
more than proven herself as a vital
member of our university and civic
community.

Are you looking for something to do that's interesting,
informative, great experience and lots of fun?
Maybe you should
be looking for us!
We have positions available
in graphics, production,
writing, photography,
and business.

EgsineerS
Forum

Call us at 961-7738 or stop by our office at 112 Femoyer or
come to our meetings.
Engineers' Forum
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For Your Entertainment _ _ _ _ __
Trivia Quiz
8.

1. What is the most-used means of

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

transportation of people on their
way to work?
Name the first submarine to surface at the North Pole. When did ir
do it?
What does a planimeter measure?
There are _ _ bytes in a kilobyte.
What is a hot-wire anemometer
used to measure?
Give the meanings for the following acronyms:
a) FORTRAN
b)DBTT
c)BHN
d)MOSFET
e)VLSI
f)HELLO
What two scientists unravelled

9.

10.

11.
12.
13.

the structure of DNA?
Just prior to that discovery, who
gained acclaim for his alpha-helix
model?
Where was the first atom bomb
test, code named "Trinity", performed?
What is the lzod Test used to
determine?
How many pounds are there in a
long ton?
Name three types of compressors.
And finally, name a device that
changes sound energy into chemical energy.
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Sixty lJears Ago
The following editorial appeared in
the November 1926 edition of the Virginia Tech Engineer.
It is a strange phase of human
nature that men, for the most part,
obey the same laws at the present time
that they obeyed thousands of years
ago. It is by the small minority that
history is made when they seek to
break apart the bonds that the customs of ages have wound about them.
Particularly are the above statements true in the scientific world.
Scientific history is made by seekers
after truth. He who would think for
himself must cast aside the thoughts
of others and build his foundations of
truth without assistance. He must not
lend an ear to the whisperings of his
contemporaries; he must not allow his
reasoning to be warped by the reasoning of others. He must sift from a mass
of theories an inkling of truth. He must
work faithfully toward one, and one
only objective. His labor is never ended nor is his education ever complete.
Scarce wonder it is that the minority
makes history.
To belong to this minority should be
the goal of every man. In many cases
they are not considered successful
according to the external standards
set by men; instead, they have the
reward of a life spent at the work that
they love rather than a memory of a life
spent moiling at labor which becomes
more and more distasteful. The reward of life is in living. No amount of
gold can recompense for a single
backward glance over days spent in
routine drudgery. If you like to write

Vol. J.

·µirginla erech
Engineer
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sonnets, and mathematics is a Chinese puzzle to you, cast aside the
advice of those who tell you that the
world of tomorrow will be written in
electrical discoveries. If you cannot
enter a machine shop without inward
nausea, never imagine that you will
become the world's most celebrated
mechanical engineer without sacrifice of happiness. If you are a tailor,
and love to bake tarts, for the sake of

all that makes life worthwhile, cast
aside your needle. If you cannot learn
to love your labor, then indeed is your
life wretched.
This article is a plea for orientation
of one's self. Learn to labor for the love
of your labor and success will not be
lacking. In addition, even though you
will not perhaps realize it, you will
become a member of that minority
which makes history.
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Picture~uiz~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Can you identify these familiar objects?

4
1

3

Answers on Page 19.
By W. Bruce Robertson

5

2
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YOUR FUTURE IS
AS LIMITLESS AS

YOUR I

GINATION

A

s the innovator in telecommunications testing systems, Hekimian
Laboratories, Inc. (HLI) is seeking
Communications Engineers and Computer
Scientists who would like to put their talents
to the test. Join us and be involved in
hands-on approaches in research, development, design and manufacturing.

S

ince the AT&T divestiture, the need
for quality telecommunications testing has increased at AT&T, the Other
Common Carriers, and the Fortune 500
companies. Our professionals are meeting
this challenge. We are maintaining a tradi tion of consistent innovation that has pioneered the industry for more than 16 years.
Members of the Hardware Design Engineering T earn may be involved with:
•Development of new measurement
techniques
•Design of analog
and digital filters
•Interfacing analog
and digital measurement techniques with
microprocessors
•Design of microprocessor systems and
test fixtures
•Development of electrical and mechanical design considerations for manufacturability
As a member of the Software Engineering
Group, you may be involved in:
•Integrating equipment into a complete
access and test system
•Implementing instrument control software
•Measurement control and data manipulation within test instruments
•Test fixture programming
•Algorithm design

A

t Hekimian Laboratories, it isn 't
enough for your ideas to look good
on paper; they have to be put to the
test. You will work side-by-side with other
professionals who are committed to being

the best in their area of specialization, and
follow a project through from inception to
production.
offers excel Ien~ salaries,
a comprehensive benefits package and a
superb location in the Washington, D.C.
area, adjacent to the 1-270 corridor in what
is now called "Little Silicon Valley."

HLI

If you would like to meet the testing requirements of today ... and tomorrow ... while

building a challenging career, we invite
your inquiry. For more information about a
career with Hekimian Laboratories, contact
Tom Kruzic, Hekimian Laboratories, Inc.,
9298 Gaither Road , Gaithersburg , MD
20877 (301) 840-1217 . An equal opportunity employer.

Hekimian
Laboratories,
Inc.

